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NEVARIS BUILD 2022 NEW VERSION

Bremen, October 2021 - NEVARIS presents the new version of the
construction software NEVARIS Build 2022 at the end of the year, one of the
core products from the software portfolio for holistic construction and
construction management solutions.

The innovations include extensive construction business functions for simple
invoice management and construction evaluation, a DATEV interface for
direct data transfer to the tax office, a 123erfasst connection for the daily
import of recorded times and an app for NEVARIS Inform, the CRM solution
from NEVARIS.



Expansion of the Control application area to include many construction
business processes

NEVARIS Build 2022 simplifies incoming invoice processing and management
through role-controlled checking and processing automatisms and supports
payment transactions with reports on open items, payment proposal lists incl.
discount periods. Payment transactions can be processed directly from the
software in SEPA format.

Freely definable construction company evaluations, e.g. per order, per project
or cost center, but also at division or company level, take into account not
only the current outgoing and incoming invoices, but also all other revenues
and costs from internal allocations. Order values and productivity ratios
support the evaluation of construction measures. With NEVARIS Build 2022,
all key figures required for the economic evaluation of construction measures
are thus currently available.

The optional interface in DATEV format transfers outgoing and incoming
invoices as well as incoming and outgoing payments directly to the financial
accounting of the tax consultant.

Import of employee hours from the 123erfasst construction site app

With the connection of 123erfasst, the hours of the individual employees or
columns from the construction site entered with the time recording function
of the 123erfasst app in the smartphone are imported directly into NEVARIS
Build 2022. In this way, the personnel costs are also taken into account in the
construction evaluation when checking the contribution margin and the user
is provided with up-to-date controlling of the construction site.

New NEVARIS Inform App

With the addition of an app to the CRM solution NEVARIS Inform, the user
has all important documents and data on business partners, e.g. address,
trade, industry and contact person or contracts, available on the move in a
central location. The user can easily make contact on the go, navigate to
business and project addresses or retrieve and enter information. Contact
data, events and documentation can now be maintained, supplemented and
retrieved live, regardless of location.



NEVARIS Build for planners and construction companies

NEVARIS Build is the process-oriented software solution with modules for
both planners and construction companies. For architects and planners, the
AVA solution contains extensive functions for the tendering, awarding and
billing review of construction projects of any size. For construction
contractors, NEVARIS Build covers the areas of costing, subcontractor
management, construction billing and construction scheduling.

About NEVARIS

As a technology leader of software solutions for the construction industry,
NEVARIS Bausoftware GmbH has been contributing to innovations for more
than 30 years - with the goal of always exceeding our customers'
expectations. At a total of eight locations, with over 200 employees, we
develop and sell the integrated construction software in the entire DACH
region - since the 1990s as part of the globally active Nemetschek Group.

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a pioneer for digital transformation in the AEC/O
and the media & entertainment industries. With its intelligent software
solutions, it covers the entire lifecycle of building and infrastructure projects,
guides its customers into the future of digitalization and enables them to
shape the world. As one of the leading corporate groups worldwide in this
sector, the Nemetschek Group increases quality in the building process and
improves the digital workflow for all those involved. Customers can design,
build, and manage buildings more efficiently, sustainably and resource-
saving. The focus is on the use of open standards (OPEN BIM). The portfolio
also includes digital solutions for visualization, 3D modeling, and animation.
The innovative products of the 13 brands of the Nemetschek Group in the
four customer-oriented segments are used by approximately 6.5 million users
worldwide. Founded by Prof. Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek
Group today employs around 3,400 experts all over the world.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, according to



preliminary figures, the company achieved revenue amounting to EUR 681.5
million and an EBITDA of EUR 222.0 million in 2021.
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